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User Flow



Next, and using all I mentioned before, I defined the following user flow. The idea is that, at a key moment, the user will receive a notification 

reminding her of her goal, and encouraging her to do some physical activity. When the user finishes the activity, she will receive an 

encouraging message and she will be able to see the progress made so far.

Mind Map



With all this I proceeded to elaborate the mind map and 

the MoSCou diagram, which showed me what were the 

essential features the app should have:



Feature Prioritization - it should offer a meal plan and 

exercise plan based on the user’s goal, it should be able to 

keep track of the activities performed by the user, and 

more importantly, it should help the user stay motivated 

by sending notifications at the right time.



Finally the Sitemap becomes visible.

Generating and prioritizing solutions
Ideate03

User Journey



Current state - Healthy lifestyle journey





“She would like to remember the reason for making adiet and not the obligation to make a diet”.

Solution



Goal -> Our user’s goals are to lose weight, have better eating/exercise habits, and start leading a healthier life. Her main problem is that she 

generally loses her motivation along the way, so she wants to keep motivated.



Make sure -> It should also make sure that she stays motivated, maybe by sending notifications to her phone. Messages such as: texts, 

images, videos.



Point of view -> Finally, why haven’t our user found a solution to her problem yet? Other apps don’t offer long term plans. Most of these 

apps fail to remind you of your initial goal from an emotional point of view.

Affinity Diagrame



Thanks to this tool, I gathered a good enough amount of  

data from the intrviews and survey (ideas, opinions, issues) 

and organized them into groupings based on 

demographic data, experience (motivations and 

frustations), food (diet versus regimen), sport and tech 

behavior.


The brainstorming aroses the next results ...

Statments

April is a 35 years old 
woman from Amsterdam 
who needs a way to stay 
motivated to follow her 

exercises because she wants 
to be fit for the coming 

summer season.

We believe that the regular 
and constant reminder of 

what the main motivation is 
for people like April will 

achieve the success of their 
goal. We will know we are 

right when April loses 5 kilos 
before summer.

Problem Hypothesis

Analytic

Active

Loyal

Skills

Frustation

She would like to always keep in mind what her 
motivations are to always feel well.



Goals

It bothers her to lose the motivation to continue 
dieting or exercising.

35 yrs


Female


Simgle


Accountant


Italy

/. April Valley

She would like to remember the reason for making a 
diet and not the obligation to make a diet

User

PERSONA

The results that I got showed that the main motivation for our potential users is to lose weight and feel better about themselves. They are 

mainly frustrated since they fail to see immediate results and they end up quitting in about a month.



With this, I proceeded to define the user persona that captures the motivations and pain points I found in my research. The current journey 

of this user is: she wants to lose weight and has the motivation to do it; she starts a regime of diet and exercise, maybe with the help of an 

app, but after a couple of weeks she loses motivation and quits the process. What I want to do is to prevent the loss of motivation, maybe by 

a well-timed reminder about what the final goal is and how close the user is to it.

Results

Focusing on the right problem
Define02

As the first step, I checked the options there were already in the market, in other words, the competitors. Then, I focused my research on 

finding the reasons for which people lose motivation while doing exercise or going through a diet.





I got survey results from 28 people and conducted interviews with 6 other people.

Research





Always doing a market research regarding what other companies are out there offering either the same or similar product or service is 
always helpful as a guide when starting an investigation. This allows us to see new opportunities and / or shortcomings in the product or 
service to improve.

Fitness PalMealimeLose ItMi Asesor de Dieta

Understanding what the user needs
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Staying motivated in diet and training


Many peole find it difficult to do diet and excersice, because there are many reasons that 

prevent them from keeping motivated. This includes the constant research of how and when to 

do it since there are too many choices and the lack of time to see immediate results.

The Challenge

TOOLS

Sketck - desing 

Miro - discovery colaborative 

Notion - document organization 

Google suit - communication 

2 weeks
PERIOD

Keep Going
CLIENTE

UX-UI Designer
ROLE

designAM .

Get in touch for opportunities or just to say hi!
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